
 

 
Shear Tester Upgrades and 

Support 
 
 

This flyer is to outline the various upgrade options for the older individual timer 
version shear testers and the amount of support that ChemInstruments can offer 
for these legacy units. 
 
We will continue to offer support for the older model shear testers with individual 
timers but we no longer offer the R-S CLOCK replacement.  We have used up 
our inventory of the clocks and will no longer be stocking them. 
 

HT-8 units: The SS-TIMER BOX 8 is a direct replacement 
         for the legacy individual timer box used with 
         HT-8s.  This allows the customer to just replace 
         the old with the new.  In addition it allows the  
         use of the EZ Shear software and the optional  
         SS-THERMO COUPLE which allows the recording 
         of the temperature at the time of failure.  
 
 

HT-30 units: The SS-TIMER BOX 30 is a direct replacement 
         for the legacy individual timer box used with 
         HT-30s.  This allows the customer to just replace 
         the old with the new.  It also fits in a much smaller  
         foot print saving lab space.  In addition it allows the  
         use of the EZ Shear software and the optional  
         SS-THERMO COUPLE which allows the recording 
         of the temperature at the time of failure. 
 
RT-10 units: There are currently no upgrade options for the RT-10 units we 

have looked at a number of different ways to upgrade these units 
and have not found any that would allow for the to be easily 
upgraded.  We have decided to offer a trade in program for those 
customers who wish to upgrade to the current standard.  If the RT-
10 is two years old or less we will offer a $500.00 trade in value.  If it 
is more than 2 years old but less than 5 years we will offer a 
$250.00 trade in. 
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RT-30 units: The SS-TIMER BOX 30 can be used with the addition of the 
SS-RT-30 UPGRADE KIT to bring the RT-30 units up to the current 
standard.  We can supply instructions for the customer to do this 
upgrade themselves or we can issue a RMA for the customer to 
return the unit to us and for an additional charge for 4 hours of labor 
upgrade it at our location.  The customer is responsible for shipping 
the existing RT-30 unit both to us and for the finished return 
shipment.  If we deem that the packaging is not reusable or is not up 
to our standards an additional crating charge for a crate will be 
required.  This service also allows us to evaluate and make any 
additional repairs as needed. 

 

NOTE: 
 
This upgrade does not make the RT-30 (Room Temperature) unit into a unit that 
is able to be put in ovens the internal switches and wiring are still not rated at 
temperatures above 150 F(70 C) 
 
Upgrading a RT-30 then does allow for the usage of EZ Shear and the SS-
THERMO COUPLE as in the SS-HT-8 and SS-HT-30. 
 
 
 

SOSI-8 units: There are no upgrade options that we feel a customer can 
perform at their own location.   We do have an option where we can 
issue a RMA for the customer to return the unit to us and we can 
upgrade to the current standard.  The part is SS-OSI UPGRADE.  
The customer is responsible for shipping the existing SS-OSI-8 unit 
both to us and for the finished return shipment.  If we deem that the 
packaging is not reusable or is not up to our standards an additional 
crating charge for a crate will be required. 

 
 

SOS-8 or 30 units: Since these units use the standard shear testers 
either HT-8 or HT-30 the upgrade options that pertain to them would 
also apply here. 

 


